Hybrid constraint optimization for 3D subcutaneous vein reconstruction by near-infrared images.
The development of biometric identification technology and intelligent medication has enabled researchers to analyze subcutaneous veins from near-infrared images. However, the stereo reconstruction of subcutaneous veins has not been well studied, and the results are difficult to utilize in clinical practice. We present a hybrid constraint optimization (HCO) matching algorithm for vein reconstruction to solve the matching failure problems caused by the incomplete segmentation of vein structures captured from different views. This algorithm initially introduces the existence of the epipolar and homography constraints in the subcutaneous vein matching. Then, the HCO matching algorithm of the vascular centerline is established by homography point-to-point matching, homography matrix optimization, and vascular section matching. Finally, the 3D subcutaneous vein is reconstructed on the basis of the principle of triangulation and system calibration parameters. To validate the performance of the proposed matching method, we designed a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid constraint optimization method. The experiments were performed on simulated and real datasets. 42 real vascular images were analyzed on the basis of different matching strategies. Experimental result shows that the matching accuracy increased significantly with the proposed optimization matching method. To calculate the reconstruction accuracy, we reconstructed seven simulated cardboards and measured 10 vascular distances in each simulated cardboard. The average vascular distance error of each simulated image was within 1.0 mm, and the distance errors of 75% feature points were less than 1.5 mm. Also, we printed a 3D simulated vein model to improve the illustration of this system. The reconstruction error extends from -3.58 mm to 1.94 mm with a standard deviation of 0.68 mm and a mean of 0.07 mm. The algorithm is validated in terms of homography optimization, matching efficiency, and simulated vascular reconstruction error. The experimental results demonstrate that the veins captured from the left and right views can be accurately matched through the proposed algorithm.